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Abstract
School libraries are ubiquitous in American education today yet historians have rarely studied their early development. Their roots lie in the nineteenth-century local and state history. This article uses a variety of archival and secondary sources to explore the history of school libraries in North Carolina during this formative period of the state’s past. It also situates this history in terms of national library and school development and forms a model for the study of school libraries. The events and developments in North Carolina are illustrative but not identical with those in other states.

Historians have written little about school libraries. The first attested school library was in ancient Sumer where it functioned much as today, in support of the curriculum. In America the story of school libraries is intimately tied to education in general but has been largely ignored. Therefore an examination of school libraries in nineteenth-century North Carolina can help explain the past of libraries while also contributing to the story of the growth of literacy and education in the United States. Such a study need not be a static recitation of facts but should consider the school library in the context of American history. As the editors of a massive library report of 1876 said, each state or school district “will be found to contain one or more of the evils” of the then current school system.1

The purpose of this paper is to examine the development of school libraries in North Carolina from 1800 to 1876. There were few libraries of any type in North Carolina after the American Revolution, so 1800 serves as a convenient beginning point while the emergence of the national library movement by 1876 gives sufficient reason to consider this period a proper one for study. The importance of school libraries was certainly recognized. It was in this interlude, says Tom Cole, that “the school library came to be looked upon as an aid in classroom instruction as well as a source for leisure-time reading.”2 However, while illustrative of national and regional norms, the situation in North Carolina did not exactly mirror that of the rest of the nation and deserves separate examination.

The development of school libraries remains murky and largely ignored by historians and librarians, not just for North Carolina but the United States in general. It was a time of great formal development of American education and the emergence of a truly literate society.3 Advances in technology and paper production, allied with a transportation revolution, lowered print costs and facilitated the spread of print culture throughout America.4 School libraries in North Carolina are representative of a broad middle tier of states not at the forefront of education but not unduly laggard either. Their development displays both continuities and discontinuities in the establishment of American libraries. Public and college libraries nationally became relatively widespread by 1900 but not in North Carolina.

North Carolina chartered over 170 private academies by 1835, so we know there were a number of schools and probably many collections of books in these schools.5 We do not, however, know much about them. Schools faded away leaving few records. The existence and scale of their libraries, if any, varied greatly but this lack of consistency and quality was common throughout most of the young Republic.

Almost all formal and informal education was limited to whites. John Chavis, a freeman of color who “had a small but select library of theological works,” ran an integrated school for blacks in Raleigh until forced to close by the increasing siege mentality of southern whites in the 1830s.6 While there are examples of literate blacks and even a sought-after poet in Moses Horton, there appears to have been no open public or private library access in the ante-bellum period for African Americans.

Much of the early teaching effort in and outside the home went towards white male education although there was some formal female education. Most education for girls was in the home or in small neighborhood schools. By 1860 there were thirteen known independent schools for girls, but a number of other schools probably admitted them on a limited basis. While most southern female institutions, other than Salem Academy and perhaps Warrenton Female Academy, were generally considered finishing schools rather than places of higher education, one contemporary asserted in 1821 that North Carolina female academies were “particularly celebrated, and are much resorted to from Georgia, South Carolina, and Virginia.” Course work was often taken seriously. Thomas Ruffin in 1826 wrote to his daughter Catherine, “Reading furnishes food for reflection; and the habit is a valuable one and ought to be early formed of thinking and again going over in the mind the passages perused in the day.”

Raleigh Academy, one of the larger private schools, can serve as an unusually well-documented example of the early academies. Raleigh, the state capital, was the third largest city in the state with 669 inhabitants in 1800, behind New Bern with 2,467 and Wilmington at 1,689 – population figures which themselves indicate the rural nature of most of North Carolina at the time. Opened in 1801, the Academy set ambitious courses for boys in Latin (thirteen authors), Greek (five titles), French (five titles), science (about nine titles plus “use of the Globes”), literature (four titles), and metaphysics (six titles plus the American and North Carolina constitutions), with a somewhat less ambitious curriculum for girls. The latter
were normally taught only in English – “The Latin and French Languages will be taught when required” – with pianoforte, painting, drawing, tambouring, embroidery and other needlework. The 1809 catalog of the Academy’s library, counting the textbooks, listed over 200 book titles plus a surprising number of novels. Local citizens could use the library although after 1815 the initiation fee was $10 with yearly fees thereafter of $5. No one was allowed to keep a book longer than two weeks on penalty of a fine of fifty cents or to take out more than one book on the same day. The Academy’s brochure declared that the library was “annually increasing.”

Most school libraries were less endowed than Raleigh’s but Louisburg Academy, chartered in 1787, reported a slow but real growth in its collection over the next half century. Only half of the academies and schools, according to one observer, had libraries in 1839. The quality of books is suggested by the situation at the Quakers’ New Garden Boarding School near Greensboro, which would become Guilford College. Most of its “great collection of books, maps, and globes” had been donated. Rather than wade through such pious benefactions, students would go to their lodgings and kneel “before opened trunks and read the old newspapers used to line them.” This behavior certainly indicated a great desire to read as well as a real paucity of suitable library materials.

The 1840 Census soon revealed what many had suspected, that with twenty-eight percent of its adult white males unable to read, North Carolina had the highest illiteracy rate in the nation. The state legislature had allowed counties to establish common or public schools only the year before. Although, as Lawrence Cremin points out, “significant numbers of Americans during the nineteenth century continued to pursue their education entirely within families and churches or through more informal means,” the rise of formal institutions like common schools marks an important stage in American education. In addition, small subscription schools – with probably even smaller libraries – had long catered to a few better-off families but have left few records. Such schools made “no pretense” of teaching more than “the rudiments” of education: reading, writing, spelling, and arithmetic. Nonetheless, a great number and variety of common and subscription schools gradually spread throughout the state during the 1840s and 1850s.

There was a somewhat curious attempt to place a public set of pedagogical and curriculum materials in each county in the early 1850s. The idea of school-district libraries, understood in North Carolina as central libraries for teachers, managed by a local committee under the county school superintendent and funded by the common school district, had originated in the North and spread with education reforms sweeping from New England. Horace Mann and others had meant these collections to be useful community libraries with a teacher’s library of educational texts attached. Some northern booksellers tried to market a standardized set of 100 suitable volumes for these libraries. Calvin H. Wiley, the state school superintendent who worked so hard and long to establish “common” – i.e., tax-supported public – schools, perhaps misunderstood Mann’s original intention and focused only on the pedagogical needs of teachers. In any case, Wiley thought a revolution in education would occur if one scattered “judiciously over the State good copies of any good work on education.” Little, however, came of Wiley’s version of teacher-libraries. In the North, some of these school-district libraries evolved into town libraries but that development did not occur in North Carolina.11 North Carolina, like most rural states, was not sufficiently endowed to have serious and regularly-funded school libraries.

Evaluations of southern schools during this period varied greatly. Edenton Academy, a major school on the coast, claimed in 1841 that its graduates “will be prepared to enter the Junior Class of any college in the United States” although a teacher in Asheville on the other end of the state complained at about the same time that an aspirant he knew for West Point “reads as a good many of the young men grown in the South do – that is guesses one half & murders the rest.” A northern educator resident in Wilson, however, claimed the local schools were far better than in his native Vermont.12

On the eve of the Civil War the former university tutor-librarian William Hayes Owen pessimistically claimed that North Carolinians built better barns than they did schools.13 Nonetheless, the state’s educational efforts were beginning to come into focus by mid-century; common schools were being established across the state; and women were increasingly becoming teachers of older students beyond just neighborhood schools. Susan Webb, for example, considered it “the hand of Providence” that guided her to becoming an educator. Common schools, indeed, spread widely throughout North Carolina in the 1850s. The state’s economy was thriving along with cotton.14

The 1850 census counted only one school library with 1,500 books in North Carolina. Charles C. Jewett’s survey that same year for the Smithsonian cites a Fayette Academy in Salem with 1,500 books (Jewett meant the Salem Female Academy) and the (Episcopal) Mission School Library at Valle Crucis in mountainous Watauga County also with 1,500. A national survey published in 1859 lists a few institutions not cited elsewhere (e.g., “Reed’s Cross-Roads High School”) but gives almost no statistics, while that same year the state Superintendent of Common Schools reported 3,190 school districts with about sixty students each but gave no particulars about libraries. By 1860 the Census found five school libraries with a total of 9,600 books.15 None of these surveys appear to be credible for North Carolina as in most schools each headmaster or principal probably supplied his own unofficial library. The adequacy of such libraries, however, cannot be ascertained because of the lack of further information about them.16

Archibald Murphey, the state’s leading educational reformer of the 1820s, in a moment of rhetorical hyperbole and sarcasm had declared that most students despaired of reading books because there were so many of them, but John Menan Patrick, a student at Raleigh Academy, writing in his diary in 1816, had asserted the need for a large library. “Of what advantage ... is it to have so many books than you can read. I answer that if you cannot read them all they will always be ready for reference whenever information may be wanted.... Among the many things which would contribute to the refinement of man, perhaps there is none which would do so in a greater degree than the establishment of numerous & several libraries.”17

Despite Murphey’s mischievous and widely quoted words, contemporaries understood the potential importance an abundance of reading materials had for the education of the mind. The establishment of school libraries, however, would require thought and money at a time when even colleges did little to provide sustained libraries.18 The lack of information
about antebellum libraries is itself negative evidence of either a lack of concern with organized libraries or a lack of resources to build and maintain such libraries, or both. Yet we know North Carolinians like other Americans were concerned with education, at least education for the white middle and upper classes. Therefore the lack of resources would seem to be the major culprit in the slow growth of libraries.

When war erupted between North and South, the state had few substantial libraries of any type and had made little attempt to keep those few current and vigorous. The Civil War itself took a terrible toll on students, teachers and education, although the possibility for education was not entirely lost. Anna Pritchard of Warren County, for instance, earned ninety-four acres of land for teaching school for Colonel Wharton G. Green “in time of war.” Many schools and colleges remained open during the war and some southern publishers briefly did well in the textbook market. Nonetheless, a generation lost much of its chance for education. Soldiers worried more about their lives and limbs than reading.

Confederate textbooks for little children were illustrated with guns and claimed that “the Yankees thought to starve us out when they sent their ships to guard our seaport towns.” Even members of the educated, professional classes such as doctors and teachers were mobilized. If some merchants and plantation owners initially did well, all fared poorly by the end of the war. Slaves and free blacks, whether literate or not, suffered immense privations even as flames of hope burst into fires of liberty. While black Southerners became free, almost everyone lost immeasurably in friends, relatives and wealth. And libraries sank from public view.

It has been postulated that three factors largely govern reading, the degree of literacy among a group, the amount of reading material available, and the time available for reading, to which a fourth factor should be added, an interest in reading. North Carolinians had certainly enjoyed books and reading before the war. Delha Mabrey, for one, had confided in her diary her pleasure in books, with the Bible being her favorite but not her only book. “Spent a delightful morning, read several pleasant little stories for her Cherry and Kate.” A soldier could repine for his copy of Shakespeare but few schools were opened during the war and many closed down or consolidated. The founding of private schools, as recorded in legislative documents, did not pick up again until 1869-1870.21

Soldiers, deserters and others scavenged the land and damaged, destroyed or carted off many book collections. The governor had to authorize the removal of the state archives and records, “By reason of the frequent incursions of the enemy from his garrisons in the eastern part of the State.” Already, in 1861, as Calvin Wiley explained to a group of teachers, “The want of books is now an immediate, practical and pressing one.” Yet the situation in terms of library materials soon worsened.22

Cultural institutions such as the press and education withered for years before rebounding and slowly rebuilding. Local book publishing had been attempted in the early years of the nineteenth century and renewed during the Civil War but afterwards produced little in North Carolina. Few people had the resources to send children to colleges. The public school system had taken a severe hit and, outside the Freedman schools which lasted only a short time, showed little initiative until the 1880s. Some of the pre-War free colored had learned to read but only a few slaves were literate. Typical of the situation were the two African-American church-run colleges started in Raleigh shortly after the War, Shaw and St. Augustine. Neither was little more than a technical school but both did provide elements of advanced education even as they struggled through “long years of opposition.”25

The desire for education was universal and very practical as everyone needed the ability to read contracts and vouchers, and to count and record money. At first, black southerners started poorly-documented schools which probably had few books. The Freedmen’s Bureau, an agency of the Army engaged in nation building, soon handled the bulk of the job with thirty-eight schools in North Carolina by the summer of 1865 and 114 by

the following summer. After the Freedmen’s Bureau closed in 1868, black education was mainly handled by the American Missionary Association, as in Tarboro, or by Quakers, as in Goldsboro.26 Little or no record is left of libraries in these schools which most likely indicates that they held very few books.

Even white academies struggled to reopen after the War. Among the most noted were Alexander Wilson’s in Melville, near Burlington, and the Bingham School near Chapel Hill. North Carolina and the South had limited interest in and few resources for education and less for the development of libraries. Nevertheless, townships did begin providing public education on a limited basis. Educational institutions spread during the 1870s, but the provision of school libraries is not well documented. One private educator exclaimed, “I have expended nearly everything that I have made in improving the school, making additions to my library and apparatus and paying good salaries in order to secure good teachers.”28 The 1870 Census found fourteen school libraries with 77,050 books, double the number of libraries in 1860 and an eight-fold increase in volume count, but still very meager in overall terms. Moreover, there was little mention of school libraries in the press. The lack of evidence during this period is again itself evidence of a lack of substantial school libraries or interest in them although close inspection of local records might reveal more information, as of the New Garden Boarding School which had some 2000 books when it became Guilford College in 1887.29 The centennial year 1876 marks a “critical junction” for American libraries – the organization of the world’s first library association, the establishment of the first library journal, the first promulgation of Dewey’s classification system; the publication of the first great study of American libraries – but represents only a resting point for North Carolina. No local librarian went to the historic library conference in Philadelphia that year, and there were few if any immediate North Carolina repercussions or reflections of the conference. The Civil War and Reconstruction mark a drastic discontinuity in the growth and development of school libraries and did immense long-term damage to the South’s fledgling public school system. The South, already behind the North in education and the provision of library services, fell farther behind during the immediate post-War years and, partly as a result, would remain behind in the twentieth century.

The years from 1800 to 1876 did represent a stage in the development of North Carolina school libraries in that some citizens and educators recognized the need for greater efforts. Yet “after 1877,” says a perspicacious Reconstruction historian, “Southerners had no choice but to create a new society, one without precedent or blueprint.”30 Much the same is true for libraries. Although seeds had been sown before 1860, real growth in the development of school libraries would wait for the following century.
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